ROCKPOOL AT HOME
COOKING INSTRUCTIONS

STARTERS
HOUSE SMOKED BIRKSHIRE HAM WITH PYENGANA CHEDDAR
AND PICKLED ONIONS
House Smoked Berkshire Ham with Pyengana Cheddar and Pickled Onions
INSTRUCTIONS: Arrange the ham on a suitable plate.
Scatter the pickled onions. Garnish liberally with grated Pynegana cheese
and a drizzle of olive oil.

Gluten Free, Halal, Nut Free, Contains Dairy,
Lactose Free

Ingredients: House smoked Berkshire leg ham, Pynegana cheddar,
pickled onions, olive oil.

BABY GEM LETTUCE SALAD WITH AVOCADO, CHERRY TOMATOES
AND JALAPENO
Baby Gem Lettuce Salad with Avocado, Cherry Tomatoes and Jalapeno.
INSTRUCTIONS: In a suitable mixing bowl add all the ingredients and toss
gently, ensuring the lettuce is dressed. In a suitable serving bowl, neatly
arrange the butter lettuce. Scatter the remaining ingredients and dressing.
Garnish with croutons.
Vegetarian, Vegan, Halal, Contains Gluten, Nut Free,
Lactose Free, Dairy Free.

Ingredients: Gem lettuce, avocado, cherry tomatoes, jalapeno, croutons,
lemon juice, olive oil.

GRILLED PEARS WITH STRACCIATELLA, ALMONDS AND
PARMA PROSCIUTTO
INSTRUCTIONS: On a suitable plate arrange the Stracciatella in the centre.
Randomly place the pears on top of the Stracciatella. Garnish with rosemary
and almonds. Lay the Parma prosciutto on top of the pears/figs.
Dress with vinaigrette
Ingredients: Grilled pears, stracciatella, rosemary, almonds,
parma prosciutto, vinaigrette.
Gluten Free, Halal, Contains Nuts.

MARINATED WHOLE ROASTED PRAWNS
INSTRUCTIONS: Cook in an oven set at 250 degrees or on a BBQ.
Arrange the prawns on a roasting tray and cook for 5 minutes.
On a BBQ cook for about 2 to 3 minutes on the first side and 2 minutes
on the other side until the centre goes from translucent to just opaque.
Garnish with parsley and lemon.
Ingredients: Prawn marinade, 4 prawns, lemon.
Gluten Free, Halal, Contains Seafood, Nut Free,
Lactose Free, Dairy Free, Pescatarian.

WAGYU SHIN RAGU W/HAND CUT PAPPARDELLE AND PECORINO
INSTRUCTIONS: In a suitable pot bring the wagyu shin ragu, olives and half
of the pecorino to a simmer using a low heat. In another suitable pot bring
some salted water up to a rapid boil and cook the fresh pasta for 1.5 minutes.
Add the pasta to the ragu and stir. Transfer to a suitable coupe bowl. Garnish
with gremolata and the remaining pecorino.
Ingredients: 80g fresh pasta, beef ragu, grated pecorino, green olives, butter,
gremolata.
Halal, Contains Egg, Contains Gluten, Contains
Dairy.

MAINS
NATIVE GREEN SPANAKOPITA
INSTRUCTIONS: Heat oven to 220 degrees. Cook for 15 minutes or until the
pastry is golden, transfer from mould to a suitable plate and garnish with the
fennel and pickled kale salad. If you want the pastry to have a glossy finish,
brush pastry with some melted butter once cooked.
Ingredients: Spanakopita, picked kale and fennel.

Vegetarian, Halal, Contains Nuts, Contains Egg,
Contains Gluten, Contains Dairy.

300G 50 DAY PLUS AGED CAPE GRIM SCOTCH FILLET
INSTRUCTIONS: Heat oven to 220 degrees. Place beef presentation side
up and cook for around 6 minutes for medium rare, 7.5 minutes for medium
and 9 minutes for medium well. Ensure to rest the meat for a further 5
minutes before slicing to serve. Finish with sea salt and garnish with lemon.
Ingredients: 300g 50 day plus aged Cape Grim scotch fillet.

Gluten Free, Halal, Nut Free, Lactose Free, Dairy
Free.

250G CAPE GRIM EYE FILLET
Brussel sprouts that everyone will like. Tossed in our secret luxurious spices,
sitting on a bed of tuna-anchovy-capers. A dish sure to shock the system.
INSTRUCTIONS: Heat oven to 220 degrees and cook for around 8 minutes
for medium rare, 9.5 minutes for medium and 10.5 minutes for medium well.
Ensure to rest the meat for a further 5 minutes before slicing to serve.
Finish with sea salt and garnish with lemon.
Gluten Free, Halal, Nut Free, Lactose Free, Dairy
Free.

Ingredients: 250g Cape Grim eye fillet.

HALF EASTER ROCK LOBSTER THERMIDORE
INSTRUCTIONS: Preheat oven to 220C. In a small roasting tray place
lobster in shell side down and roast for 8 minutes until golden brown .
Ingredients: 1/2 eastern rock lobster, thermidor sauce, gruyere cheese.

Halal, Contains Egg, Contains Seafood, Contains
Gluten, Contains Dairy

SPICY MUSSEL AND SAFFRON STEW WITH SEAFOOD AND AIOLI
INSTRUCTIONS: In a suitable pot, add the mussels and broth and bring to a
simmer. Add the butter, crème fraiche and remaining seafood, stir, bring liquid
back up to a simmer and take off heat. Place a lid on the pot and allow to
cook for 2 minutes. In a suitable bowl, arrange the seafood in the middle and
gently pour in the broth so that it does not disturb your arrangement.
Serve with toast and aioli garnished with parsley .

Contains Egg, Contains Seafood, Contains Gluten,
Contains Dairy, Nut Free.

Ingredients: 3 mussels, 2 pieces of fish, 1 scallop, 1 prawn, crème fraiche,
butter, saffron sauce, aioli, bread, parsley, lemon.

SIDES

WOOD FIRE GRILLED CREAMED CORN WITH CHIPOTLE CHILLI
BUTTER AND MANCHEGO
INSTRUCTIONS: In a suitable pot add the creamed corn and heat up using
a low temperature stirring occasionally. Once hot, transfer to a suitable bowl.
Place the chipotle chilli butter on top, the heat from the corn will melt the
butter. Garnish with Manchego cheese.
Ingredients: Corn puree, grated Manchego, chipotle butter.
Vegetarian, Gluten Free, Halal, Contains Dairy,
Nut Free.

POTATO AND CABBAGE GRATAN
INSTRUCTIONS: Place the gratin in the oven at 220 degrees for 12 minutes.
Turn the oven to the grill function and allow the crust to form a golden brown.
Ingredients: -

Vegetarian, Halal, Contains Gluten, Contains Dairy,
Nut Free.

MAC AND CHEESE
INSTRUCTIONS: Place the mac and cheese in the oven at 220 degrees
for 6 minutes. Turn the oven to the grill function and allow the crust to form
a golden brown.
Ingredients: --

Contains Gluten, Contains Dairy, Nut Free.

CHARCOAL ROASTED JAPANESE PUMPKIN & SWEET POTATO WITH
GARLIC YOGHURT
INSTRUCTIONS: Heat the oven to 220 degrees. In a roasting pan add the
pumpkin and sweet potato and heat for 6 to 8 minutes. Remove from oven
and arrange on a suitable plate. Heat the burnt butter up gently on low heat
until it has just melted. Drizzle garlic yoghurt over the vegetables
Garnish with roasted pepitas and the burnt butter.

Vegetarian, Gluten Free, Halal, Contains Dairy,
Nut Free.

Ingredients: 2 roasted pumpkin, 4 sweet potatoes, garlic yogurt, burnt butter,
toasted pepitas.

SAUTEED BRUSSELS SPROUTS WITH BACON ROASTED CHESTNUTS
INSTRUCTIONS: Heat the oven to 220 degrees. In a roasting pan add the
Brussel sprouts, butter, chestnuts and speck and roast for 5 to 6 minutes.
Remove from the oven and place in a suitable bowl.
Ingredients: steamed brussels sprouts, butter, bacon, chestnuts.

Vegetarian, Gluten Free, Contains Nuts.

CAFE DE PARIS BUTTER
INSTRUCTIONS: Gently heat the butter in a small saucepan or small pot.
Pour over the steak just before serving.

Halal, Contains Egg, Contains Seafood, Contains
Gluten, Contains Dairy, Contains Soy, May Contain
Traces of Nuts.

VICTOIRE BAGUETTE WITH COPPERTREE BUTTER
INSTRUCTIONS: Refresh baguette in a moderate oven for 5 min until warm.

Vegetarian, Halal, Contains Gluten, Contains Dairy,
May Contain Traces of Nuts.

DESSERTS

CREME CARAMEL
INSTRUCTIONS: Take the lid off the plastic container and wiggle the
crème caramel gently to free it from the sides of the container. Place
a serving plate upside down on top of the container. Hold the plate firmly
onto the container and in a fast motion turn the crème caramel upside
down so that the crème caramel comes out onto the plate. Pour remaining
sauce from the container over the desert
Ingredients: -Gluten Free, Halal, Contains Egg, Contains Dairy,
Nut Free.

ROCKPOOL PETIT FOURS
INSTRUCTIONS: NA
Ingredients: Passionfruit marshmallows, caramel slice, chocolate macadamia
bark, Rockpool wagon wheel.

Vegetarian, Halal, Contains Nuts, Contains Egg,
Contains Gluten, Contains Sesame.

EIGHT LAYER CHOCOLATE CAKE
Layers of chocolate cake and Valrhona chocolate ganache with fragrant
chocolate soil.
INSTRUCTIONS: Place chocolate cake onto serving plate. Garnish with the
fragrant chocolate soil and double cream
Ingredients: Chocolate cake, fragrant soil, double cream.
Contains Egg, Contains Dairy, Contains Gluten,
May Contain Traces of Nuts

WE LOVE SEEING YOUR PLATING SKILLS, BEAUTIFUL TABLE PICS AND UNBOXING VIDEOS.
TAG US ON INSTAGRAM @PROVIDOOR #PROVIDOOR @ROCKPOOLBARANDGRILL

